Cells define the minimal building blocks of life. How cellular life emerged and evolved implies to cross the boundary between living and nonliving matter. Here we explore this problem by presenting several relevant components of the whole picture involving chemistry, physics and natural selection. Available evidence suggests that the basic logic of life can be understood and eventually translated into synthetic forms of cellular life. A simple, physically sound model of information-free protocell replication suggests that the basic logic of how to couple metabolism and container can be more relevant than the specific set of parameters used, thus indicating that the emergence of cells might have been easier than we would expect.
Introduction
Cells are the basic units of life. They have been often compared to machines, involving many components in interaction. These components, particularly proteins, define a set of functional structures able to cope with all cell requirements, including the gathering and processing of matter, energy and information (Harold, 2001) . A cell is a machine made of macromolecules, able to survive in a given environment by properly exploiting available resources. However, living cells display a key feature not shared by artificial objects: they reproduce themselves.
Most descriptions of cellular behavior emphasize the role of DNA as the key molecule directing cell dynamics. This DNA-centered view is actually far from complete: cellular life cannot be described in terms of only DNA (or any other information-carrying molecule) nor as metabolism or as compartment (cell membrane) alone. Instead, it results from the coupling among these three components (Fig. 1a) . A container is a prerequisite of biological organisation in order to confine reactions in a limited space, where interactions are more likely to occur . It also provides a spatial location able to effectively facilitate division of labour The three of them are required and none can be considered in isolation. An early scenario of protocell evolution suggests that metabolism and container would be enough to achieve cell replication (b) . In that case, information would not be necessary.
among reactions. Moreover, in modern cells, the membrane is an active component, channelling nutrients in (and waste products out) of the cell by means of specialised transport catalysts (Alberts et al., 2002) . A metabolism provides the source of non-equilibrium and a mean of energy storage that is required in order to build and maintain cellular components. It is also required to allow cell growth to occur and eventually force splitting into two different (but similar) copies. From these basic ingredients, a protocell can be defined as a macromolecular system thermodynamically separated from the environment and able to replicate using available nutrient molecules and energy sources (Morowitz, 1992) .
Understanding the early evolutionary steps towards cellular life has become one of the most important problems of biology (Gánti, 2003; Deamer et al., 2002; Jortner, 2006) . How did cells emerge in the first place? Can we gain insight by looking at modern cells? Are the three components of modern cells needed in order to answer these questions? The last question is specially pertinent, since information might not be stricly necessary for a living cell to exist (Fig. 1b) . Although information is essential to allow evolution to occur, early forms of cells might have lacked such component.
Answering most of these questions is a difficult task. In this context, although fossil remains of early cellular forms exist, they are likely to reflect already advanced forms with a complex membrane structure, metabolic pathways and large genomes (Jortner, 2006) . Moreover, the logic of early life did not leave traces of itself. In order to achieve satisfactory answers to the previous questions, a theoretical perspective seems unavoidable, together with experimental approaches leading to the synthesis of artifical life.
The first forms of cellular life inhabited the thin frontier separating living from non-living matter (Pohorille and Deamer, 2002; Rasmussen et al., 2003; Szathmary et al., 2005; Solé et al., 2007; Rasmussen et al., 2008) . Crossing the boundary between such two domains of organization required moving beyond pure chemistry and incorporating Darwinian evolution as a key ingredient. Without selection, any chemical soup of a huge number of molecular species would have failed to be evolve towards order. Together with selection forces, some special properties of lipids might have been also crucial to the first steps towardsliving cells.
In this paper we review some fundamental issues regarding the molecular requirements allowing self-reproducing protocells to emerge. The key ingredients include the logic of self-replication, the physics of self-assembly of soft machines and how metabolism might have been able to couple with a container in such a way that reliable cell division would eventually occur. We pay special attention to a long forgotten component of this process, namely the embodied nature of protocells. These macromolecular assemblies are confined in a spatial domain and they need to change in such a way that division effectively occurs. Most theoretical work in the field has concentrated in metabolism and information as the key players, with the container placed in a secondary position. However, ignoring how the container actually interacts with other components means ignoring a crucial element of cellular life. As discussed in (Ruiz-Mirazo and Moreno, 2004 ) the membrane must play a central role from very early stages.
Self-reproducing machines
Before we enter into the domain of wet biology and molecular interactions, let us first stop by looking at the problem of the logic of replication. Under such view, we can ignore (to some extent) the exact nature of the molecular players being involved. Instead, the focus is shifted towards the bare bones of the logic of selfreproduction and the minimal requirements for such process to take place (Freitas and Merkle, 2004) .
The most influential work directed to answer the previous question was made by John von Neumann (Fig. 2a ) who analysed this question under a purely abstract approximation (von Neumann, 1966) . It is based on a computational picture of the logic of living systems (Nurse, 2008) . The chief merit of such an approach (which might seem crude at first sight) is that it reduces the complexity of life replication to its bare bones: we only need to know what are the logic components to be present, no matter how they are made of and how they exactly interact. In von Neumann's picture, the selfreplicating system was shown to be composed by a minimal set of closely related components, namely (see Fig. 2 ):
1. The constructor (A), able to build a physical, new system by using the available raw material in the surroundings.
The blueprint or instructions containing information on what
has to be performed by the constructor. 3. A duplicator (B) which takes the instructions and duplicates them accurately. 4. The controller (C) required to guarantee that the whole process takes place in some well-defined sequence.
von Neumann's abstract ingredients can be easily mapped into the cellular machinery in terms of DNA, RNA, proteins and metabolism. We can identify the components of the automaton with those of living cells as follows: (a) the instruction set is the DNA molecule; (b) the duplicator is provided by the DNA polymerase and other components of the cell's replication machinery; (c) the constructor corresponds to the RNA polymerase and the translation machinery (allowing proteins to be formed) and (d) the controller is nothing but the regulation of transcription and translation. Moreover, the automaton perfoms its operations in a spatial setting, since every component is constructed by following the internal instructions and using surrounding materials. In this context, hardware implementations of self-replicating robots have been successfully achieved (see Zykov et al., 2005) . This work seems to indicate that, independent of the nature of the components being used to construct the copy, the logic of self-replication might be strongly constrained.
However, as mentioned at the introduction that there is an alternative path to self-replicating protocells which does not include information as a necessary requirement for a system to selfreproduce itself. In order to avoid this information requirement, we need to consider the presence of a spontaneus source of order provided by the natural tendency of some types of molecules to self-organize into macromolecular complexes defining a container.
Self-assembly and physical constraints
An important component of cellular life, namely the presence of a stable, closed compartment, is actually an easy part of the story (Mouritsen, 2005) . The essential components of membranes, socalled amphiphiles, spontaneously self-organise in space within a water environment to form well-defined structures. Amphiphiles are polar molecules having a well-defined hydrophilic head group (showing attraction for water) and a tail group (usually a long chain) showing hydrophobicity. As a consequence of this conflicting relation towards water molecules (which are themselves polar too) amphiphiles can self-assemble into compact spatial structures showing a "phase separation" between water and the amphiphiles. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where we display an example of the initial and final states of a computer simulation of vesicle formation. Here water molecules are not shown and the amphiphiles are represented as simple strings composed by a few connected beads (see for example Cook and Deserno, 2006 and references therein) . Although molecules and molecular interactions are strongly simplified, the model is fully consistent with experimental results on self-assembly. This is a good example of self-organization (Nicolis and Prigogine, 1977; Luisi, 2006) , where out of an initial mixture of molecules, order emerges.
Although the spontaneous self-assembly of molecules in space is a good starting point and might suggest that a key component of cellular life is already in place, and important factor is clearly missing. The problem emerges from the fact that the process of self-assembly follows the standard energy minimization dynamics characteristic of any physical process (Jung et al., 2001; Bozic and Svetina, 2004; Mouritsen, 2005) . Reaching the spherical vesicle state takes place through a spontaneus dynamical pathway and the resulting structure is typically very stable under many sources of perturbation. There is however an important relationship between amphiphile geometry and the type of macromolecular structures (Fig. 3) . These molecules can be close to cilinders or instead have a strong asymmetry between head and tail. If they are like cilinders, they will pack forming parallel sheets. Instead, if the head is larger than the tail, a cone-like structure will allow packing of chains along a spherical object, where tails will be accomodated inside and heads will remain outside.
Specifically, the geometrical shape of a lipid can be most simple described by the so-called packing parameter, N s (Evans and Wennerstrom, 1999; Bozic and Svetina, 2004) . It captures the overall geometric shape in terms of length, area and volume, thus ignoring most molecular details. It is defined as:
where v measures the volume of the hydrophobic portion of the molecule, L is the length of its hydrocarbon chain, and a o the effective area of the hydrophilic head. As defined, N s relates the volume of the hydrophobic portion to its length normed by the hydrophilic area. All the required parameters can be estimated and three examples of the basic shape associated to different packing parameter values are shown in Fig. 4 . The packing parameter helps determining the curvature of the aggregate that will emerge:
1. for N s = 1, the shape of the surfactant will be a cylinder and the typical aggregate will be a bilayer. 2. If N s = 1/3, the surfactant has the shape of a cone and will form micelles in an aqueous solution. 3. For 1 < N s < 1/3, more sophisticate aggregates can be found including cylinders and even scaffolds of interconnected cylinders. 4. If N s > 1, the aggregates will tend to form small closed vesicles. Fig. 3 . The shape of a lipid is essential in determining the class of macromolecular structure that can be formed. In this picture (adapted from Cook and Deserno, 2006) we show several examples of the equilibrium shapes obtained from computer simulations of aggregation of simple amphiphilic molecules. The basic geometry of these molecules, represented below, changes from a small head-large tail pattern to a large tail-small head one.
Since the key question is how cell replication can occur, we need to consider how likely is this to happen spontaneously by starting from a closed vesicle. If this vesicle as a radius R 0 , its volume would be
Now consider a potential process leading to vesicle splitting. If the resulting daughter vesicles are identical, their final volume V 1 would be such that V 0 = 2V 1 . From this relation we can estimate the new radius of each cell:
Using this radius, we can now calculate how energy has changed through the process. The energy associated to a membrane can be calculated on a first approximation by using the surface tension. Surface tension is the property of a surface S = 4 (R 2 1 − R 2 0 ) that pervades its elastic behavior. The change in total surface, multiplied by the coefficient of surface tension will give us the energy change:
This positive value shows that the process would not take place spontaneously. Researchers have been aware of this problem and some models of early protocell formation consider the presence of external perturbations acting on lipid aggregates. Such physical forces would shake the prebiotic mixture in such a way that splitting would occur under environmental driving. Division would be imposed by external agitation (see Fernando and Rowe, 2007 and references therein). This simple argument tells us something important: although self-assembly is a highly energetically favoured mechanism and order can easily emerge from an initial set of ranomly scattered molecules, the instability leading to replication is not expected to occur. As it happens with other self-organizing chemical systems, they have no control on the flow of energy and matter through them . Unless active mechanisms of membrane growth are in place in such a way that the membrane is forced to not just grow, but become unstable, no cell reproduction is expected to happen.
Chemical constraints
As noted by Harold Morowitz, in principle, the logic of replication could be separated from chemical constraints (Morowitz, 1992) . Section II on self-replicating automata clearly makes a point in this direction. But the existence of physical constraints and the requirement of some geometrical properties allowing cell deformation to occur also place some limitations on the types of molecular components that can be relevant to achieve our goals.
Cellular life emerged somehow in a given chemical scenario where a high diversity of simple molecules was present (Fenchel, 2002) . Moreover, an equilibrium state where reactions cannot generate further chemical complexity will forbid complex phenomena (including life) to take place. Out of equilibrium conditions might have been present in our planet in early stages of its geological history. Darwin himself considers this possibility in Origins (Darwin, 1859) : Earth was a huge experimental arena for combining molecules and the work by Stanley Miller and others revealed the possibility of generating many simple building blocks (such as aminoacids, nucleotides or sugars) starting from prebiotic initial conditions (Miller, 1953; Oró, 1961a; Monnard and Deamer, 2002) . But the required elements for self-assembly of vesicles and micelles might have also arised far from our planet. As early suggested by the Catalan astrochemist Joan Oró, comets might have been great contributors in supplying Earth with the requisite organic molecules for the process of chemical evolution (Oró, 1961b ; Oró and Lazcano, 1995). In this context, experimental work using UV photolysis applied to realistic interstelar ice analogs is able to generate complex molecules capable of self-assembly (Dworkin et al., 2001 ) thus confirming that complex assemblies can form spontaneously. The question is, of course, how these complexes can change, divide and even evolve.
There is also the problem of how the chemical reactions inside primitive compartments might have been able to generate useful chemicals. The best candidate is the presence of cycles as the one shown in Fig. 5 . This corresponds to the so-called formose reaction (we do not indicate the exact molecular components, just the number of carbon atoms). In this reaction (Gánti, 2003; Szathmáry, 2006) we start from glycol aldehyde (C-C) which reacts with formaldehyde (C) leading to a three-carbon intermediate (glycerol aldehyde) producing a sugar (C-C-C). Finally, this sugar splits into two new glycol aldehides and the cycle is completed. Although this is a nice (and observable) illustration of a simple, non-enzymatic catalytic cycle, other side reactions can also occur, draining molecular intermediates of the core cycle until it just stops (Shapiro, 1986) . Actually, it is possible to reconstruct the graph of chemical possible reactions using a simplified quantum mechanical energy calculation (Benko et al., 2003a) which is shown to be a complex network with many potential chemical elements (Benko et al., 2003b) . As discussed in (Szathmary, 2006; Weber, 2007 Weber, , 2008 ; see also Toxvaerd, 2005) this seems to be an important limitation to naked catalytic chemical systems.
Dynamical constraints
Before we engage in presenting a model of whole protocell replication, we need to consider a more general framework as described by simple molecular replicators (Maynard-Smith and Szathmary, 1997) . This is important for two reasons. First, replicator dynamics is a very general framework which allows modelling any class of system having reproduction and competition. That includes protocellular and cellular systems, although once again no embodiment is present. The second reason is that the type of dynamical behavior displayed will have an impact on the expected evolution of these systems.
Under a very coarse grained description, the replication process followed by a protocellular system P would be described by a reaction:
where P, S and W indicate protocell, substrate monomers and waste, respectively. Although we emphasize here the requirement for a phase separation between protocell and the environment, it is useful to look at the problem in terms of population dynamics on a large scale approximation.
If we indicate by A the replicating molecule and by S the required precursor molecules used in the replication of A, the simplest scenario can be described as a simple reaction:
This process leads to an exponential growth of A (provided that S is constantly supplied. When two different molecules compete for a given substrate following this growth law, only the fastest replicator wins. This is somehow the skeleton of Darwinian dynamics: the survival of the most efficient (fittest) replicator. This type of reaction dynamics is thus what defines the "survival of the fittest" effect.
A different situation is described by a cooperative link between molecules, namely a reaction like:
when two copies of A would be needed (together with S monomers) in order to generate a new one. This mechanism leads to a so-called hyperbolic growth: a highly nonlinear population increase characterized by a finite time scale at which the number of individuals rapidly saturates. Hyperbolic growth also displays an interesting effect: the molecular species most common at the beginning is the winner, provided it replicates fast enough. This would lead to the "survival of the common" scenario. Growth rates would be relevant but not less than initial population sizes. This cooperative cycle is known as the hypercycle (Eigen and Schuster, 1977) and is characterized by the presence of two molecular species (not necessarily identical) enhancing their replication in a mutualistic fashion. The hypercycle represents one ofthe key innovations in the evolution of complexity (Schuster, 1999) . The relevant point to be made is that autocatalytic chemical reactions pervade Darwinian evolution and are required to achieve a successful propagation of biological order. All theoretical models considering the events pervading the emergence of these cooperative systems and their transition to cellular structures assume the importance of having containers able to isolate the cooperative cycles from the environment. Such containers would help protect the system from molecular parasites and allow a more efficient catalytic activity. But surprisingly, little has been done in explicitely modeling the emergence and dynamics of such protocellular structures. In this context, it is not clear how these containers will behave and their robustness to different sources of disorder. As will be shown below, a minimal model of protocell incorporating some class of cooperative growth shows that the path towards cellular life might be shorter than we expect.
Computational modelling of protocell replication
An important component of the protocell origins problem has to do with the physical embodiment associated with the replication cycle (Szostak et al., 2001 ). This is an obvious but largely forgotten point: in order to self-replicate, a cell needs to be out of equilibrium, grow in size, change its shape and eventually split. Several important results have been reported from experiments (Bachman et al., 1992; Walde et al., 1994; Oberholzer et al., 1995 Oberholzer et al., , 1999 Hanczyc et al., 2003; Hanczyc and Szostak, 2004; Monnard and Deamer, 2001; Oberholzer and Luisi, 2002; Noireaux and Libchaber, 2004; Noireaux et al., 2005; Deamer, 2005; Mansy et al., 2008) On the other hand, standard models of cell replication have considered the problem of growth as the essential element (see for example Segre et al., 2001 and RuizMirazo, 2007 and references cited) so that the cycle gets reduced to a problem of increase in total number of molecules followed by a division. But the spatially embodied, physical process of cell division has not been explicitely addressed until recently (Fellermann, 2005; Solé et al., 2007; Macia and Solé, 2007a,b; Fellermann and Solé, 2006; Fellermann et al., 2007; Solé et al., 2008) . However, as we just discussed, the behavior of micelles and vesicles is strongly dependent on the kind of molecule forming them, at least in terms of its geometrical features.
Protocells are embodied structures and as such their changes over time must be taken into account. Not every class of molecule -no matter how nicely it can contribute to some catalytic cyclecan form a compartment. What is more important: in order to be sure that cooperation among metabolism and membrane is successful in allowing a cell to replicate, they need to be both included in a spatially explicit framework. Unless such a full model is able to show that self-reproduction will occur, we cannot claim that a given model predicts such an event to occur. It could be the case that, once we include this essential component in the whole picture, getting a division cycle turns out to be a very difficult task. Or instead, it might be the case that such an event is not so difficult to be observed. In the following section we present an example of such spatially embodied protocell model revealing that, even under noisy conditions resulting from the nanoscale associated with our tiny protocells, a repeatable cell cycle can be obtained.
Any microscopic model of protocell replication including a physical description of molecular interactions will mean a hard computational problem. First, we need to make decisions on what to take and what to leave as (hopefully) not relevant. A full simulation system would require a molecular dynamics approach where every pair of interacting molecules is taken into account and the whole atomic complexity of every molecule is carefully considered. This is of course an ideal situation but even if such implementation were possible, exploring the large parameter space (see below) would be impossible. On the other hand, the mesoscopic behavior of micellar and vesicle assemblies has been shown to be fairly well replicated by using simplified models of amphiphiles. Even toy lattice models, where molecules are described as balls and sticks moving on a grid, can be very successful in capturing the truth of these macromolecular objects. Following this perspective, we can try to see if a physically sensible (even if oversimplified) model of protocell growth can undergo a replication cycle.
The goal of such a simple model would be to provide tentative answers to some key questions, such as:
1. Is there some complexity threshold that needs to be achieved in order to have replicating protocells? 2. Can random (thermal) fluctuations block or damage the process of replication, making difficult to obtain a reliable division cycle? 3. Is this process highy parameter dependent, and thus perhaps unlikely to happen or it is instead robust under wide parameter combinations?
Answering these questions would help providing powerful insight into the problem of the emergence of early cells and their potential for evolution. If only cells that are already chemical complex would be able to sustain protocell cycles, the emergence of cellular systems might have been an extremely rare phenomenon. The same would happen if small complexity allows to obtain a replicating protocell, but only under some fine-tuned parameter combinations. Finally, since early forms of cell-like structures were likely to experience external fluctuations, the system should be able to resist the impacty of such perturbations by forming robust assemblies and controling their changes through the cycle.
Logic of the model
The basic logic of our model is roughly described in Fig. 6A-D , where we display the schematic "cell cycle" we wish to obtain. Here we consider a system involving water (not to be shown in the pictures), amphiphiles (H-T molecules) and precursors (T-T) which we assume to be hydrophobic and be formed by two tail beads. The model needs to include the basic, correct physics (see below) allowing amphiphiles to self-assemble into micelles. It will also consider a single chemical reaction happening close to the assembly (Fig. 6E) where precursors get transformed into amphiphiles while close to other amphiphiles.
We can see that there is a cooperative phenomenon here, where the size of the micelle increases by cooperatively transforming surrounding precursors into new micelle components. The hope here is that, with the appropriate molecular shapes and kinetic parameters, the micelle will grow until it roughly duplicates its size and then split into two similar daughter assemblies. Here the relevance of the amphiphile shape becomes clear: if the expected equilibrium shape of the small micelle is a sphere, amphiphiles should have a packing parameter N s ≈ 1/3. In order to obtain spherical micelles, the interaction parameters between different components was chosend in order to approach the 1/3 value. But we also need the micelle to grow smoothly until the tails become separated and the elongated shape becomes too unstable (Fig. 6C) to persist. Luckily, the spliting event will generate two similarly sized daughter cells.
Physics and chemistry of protocell replication
Here we briefly describe a recent model of protocell selfassembly and replication introduced by Fellermann and Solé within the context of information-free systems (for details see Fellermann and Solé, 2006 and references therein) . This was the first full model of protocell replication including all the relevant components under a realistic physico-chemical framework. The model involves very small sized micellar structures, thus introducing further sources of instability, since noise is expected to strongly influence selfassembly in both space and time. Since random fluctuations destroy information, a protocellular system able to experience a reliable cycle of growth and split in such changing environment
The model was implemented using a so-called dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) approach. This is a coarse grained simulation technique which has been sucessfully used to capture the dynamics of membranes, vesicles and micelles. In this computational view, the system is represented by a set of N particles. These are described by their class (water, head, tail), their mass m i , position r i , and momentum q i = m i v i . These particles (or "beads") are not meant to represent individual atoms. Instead, they represent groups of atoms within a molecule (like several CH 2 groups within a hydrocarbon chain) or even a group of small molecules such as water.
The DPD method allows to efficiently compute the dynamical behavior of these systems. Each bead will move following Newton's Law of motion, i. e.:
where the force F i acting on the i-th particle is actually a superposition of pairwise interactions, namely a sum over all other particles interacting with i. Three types of forces are considered:
The first component, F C ij is the standard (Newtonian) central force, to be written here as
for r < r c and zero otherwise. This is actually a main aspect of DPD dynamics: the truncation of all pairwise interactions as given by some characteristic spatial scale r c . Those particles at a distance larger than this value are thus considered as independent. In this way, computations become largely simplified. This central force can also be described as the negative gradient of a potential ij , namely
In the model described here, the conservative force is derived from a soft-core potential described by the function
DPD considers further components to add to the force fields, including a so-called dissipative force introducing viscosity and a random force term, accounting for thermal effects. All these components are properly introduced in such a way they satisfy the so-called fluctuation-dissipation theorem, which establishes that a fluctuation in the system will die out as the system goes back to its equilibrium state. Such decay must be proportional to the fluctuation size (for a summary of these ideas and their implementation, see Fellermann, 2005) .
In this model, as with most previous DPD studies, the conservative force is derived from a soft-core potential described by the 
For the study of lipids and surfactants, covalent bonds between beads are commonly introduced as harmonic spring forces: on top of the above interactions, bonded beads interact according to the potential
where b is the strength and r b the optimal distance of covalent bonds. As usual, we use r c , m, and k b T as units of space, mass, and energy, respectively. The time unit follows from Eq. (8) as = m/k b Tr c . To model the system under consideration, we define beads of type W (water), H (hydrophilic "heads") and T (hydrophobic "tails" of amphiphiles). Each pair interacts with some strength given by a symmetric matrix of weights:
For simplicity, all masses were fixed to unity. Precursor molecules are modeled as dimers of bonded T beads, surfactants as dimers of one T and one H bead. Here we used: b = 125k b T, r b = 0.5r c for all covalent bonds.
The objective behind this parameter set is to model surfactants that form spherical micelles. To achieve this, the effective head area must be large compared to the volume of the hydrophobic core (packing parameter 1/3). This is expressed by a TT < a WW < a HH . Furthermore, surfactant heads have a high affinity to water (a HW < a WW ), which is usually due to charges in the hydrophilic groups of the molecules.
Finally (and that represented an important variation with respect to standard DPD) a simple chemistry was introduced by considering an amphiphile-catalyzed reaction transforming T-T precursors into new amphiphiles (Fig. 6E) under the presence of nearby amphiphiles. The metabolic reaction under consideration takes the following form
This reaction is modeled by a stochastic process (?). Each precursor dimer can be spontaneously transformed into a surfactant molecule at a rate k b but the process is enhanced by nearby surfactants whose catalytic influence decreases with the distance to the reactant up to a certain threshold . Explicitely, the effect of several catalysts is modelled as follows: superposition:
if r < and zero otherwise. The sum is performed over nearest neighbors (labelled as nn ). Here r C is the distance of the catalyst and k s the maximal catalytic rate per catalyst. In (Fellermann and Solé, 2006) k cat was set to 1.0 −1 and r cat to 1r c . If a reaction occurs, the type of one random T bead is changed to H, but positions and momenta are preserved.
Nanocell replication is robust
The previous model was successful in generating replicating protocells. In spite of the simplicity of the rules and the inevitable presence of fluctuations associated to the nanoscale being considered, it was not difficult to obtain reliable sets of parameters allowing cell replication to occur (Fig. 7) . What is more important, the general replication cycle of micellar nanocells by metabolic turnover and division is very robust against changes in hydrophobicity and catalytic rates (Fellermann and Solé, 2006) . It was shown that key statistical quantities such as the mean size are seentially dependent on the hydrophobicity of the surfactant (and precursor) as well as on the metabolic catalytic rate. Moreover, we also found that the rate of nanocell fission and surfactant dissociation depends on the size of the hydrophobic core of the nanocells, and is more likely to occur for small values in hydrophobicity and slow metabolic turnover. Daughter cells resulting from a fission event have been shown to vary significantly in size.
In summary, this model approach revealed that, under our basic mechanism (incorporation and turnover of precursor droplets followed by eventual aggregate division) a cell division cycle is achievable over a wide range of parameters. In fact, the most remarkable result of this work was that there is no parameter combination for which the general replication cycle has been rendered impossible: even at very low mean aggregation numbers and large dissociation rates, micelles grew ane divided. This result strongly suggests that the basic set of rules and the logic of the process (more than the exact parameters) is the key for finding a self-replicating protocell. Such positive result indicates that very simple mechanisms of micelle-metabolism coupling in a primitive Earth scenario might have been able to trigger the proliferation of simple protocells. Since no information is included in this system, no further evolution is expected to occur. But this might have provided the initial, functional subsystem providing metabolism and embodiment for subsequent protocells of higher evolutionary complexity.
This picture fits the Oparin-Dyson view of life origins lacking information (such as RNA chains) which would be incorporated later. It is conceivable, that independently evolved information systems like RNA might have become incorporated into such functioning replicators. When the two formerly independent replication cycles of container and genome are orchestrated by coupling, such that each daughter cell of the dividing container is loaded with exactly one copy of the genomic information, one would obtain a true self-reproducing protocell with the ability to metabolize, divide and evolve. Succesful steps in modeling these type of protocells have been done (Fellermann et al., 2007) .
Discussion
The winding road that leads to cellular life is marked by some special major events (Maynard-Smith and Szathmary, 1997; Schuster, 1999) . The initial phases of such an evolutionary path, before information molecules and proteins took control over cell cycle, was necessarily influenced by the advantages and constrains derived from the physics of self-assembly and its interactions with primitive forms of metabolism. In Fig. 8 we roughly display a map of cell complexity using three axes: metabolic, spatial (membrane) and informational complexities. These axes are not representing any properly defined scale but can be thought as a a basic guide for locating prototype classes of replicating systems. In this picture I use a surface separating several types of systems exhibiting some kind of replication cycle. These can include a container-free scenario or even a host-dependent environment as it happens with viruses. Once this twilight zone is crossed, cellular life can sustain itself. The surface displayed here does not derive from any theoretical argument but the basic message is clear: once some basic thresholds are reached, cells should be expected to emerge.
Self-replicating molecules might have been in place early on in our planet, as well as the first self-assembled lipid agregates. But the transition to protocellular life has been always considered a much more difficult step. Such a conclusion seems reasonable if we consider all the constraints listed in our paper: several requirements seem needed before the right replicating machine is built. The model presented here is a good counterexample for these limitations. Although it just includes the bare bones of the physics and chemistry of a toy protocell model, it fairly well illustrates how robust is the coupling between self-assembled amphiphiles coupled to an external source of precursors and displaying a simple catalytic reaction. The robustness of the observed results supprts the view of cellular life as a likely event to happen provided that the basic molecular logic is in place.
Self-assembly is an essential component in the path towards cellular systems. The spontaneous generation of spatial order, allowing to easily define a container, is still at work at different scales of biological organization. Although modern cells have a sophisticated molecular machinery driving and controlling the whole replication process, the dynamics of many subcellular compartments take advantage of the physics of self-assembly. This is the case of vesicular transport systems which are being constantly formed, modified and degraded (Alberts et al., 2002) . But it is also the mechanism used by viruses in order to encapsulate their genomes (Dimmock and Primrose, 1994) . Self-assembly is used by viruses to generate viral particles and relies on a different geometrical principle, now associated to the mathematical constrains operating on a symmetrical object enclosing some empty space. In this case, a limited range of possibilities is at work, and not surprisingly, many viral capsids are easily recognized as icosaedrons formed by the regular packing of the same protein. Future work within the emergent field of synthetic biology should throw light on how this events happened and perhaps recreate them again in the laboratory.
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